How to use BOMcheck to collect compliance declarations from suppliers
See animated overview of account types at https://youtu.be/TLb5G5ceGGU

Create Super User Account by

Appointing Authorised Individual to register on
www.bomcheck.net/account/register and, after 90 day free
trial, pay 300 Euros per year to continue to use BOMcheck.

Sending email to admin@bomcheck.net to request a
Manufacturer Agreement and return signed copy to create a
Manufacturer Account

BOMcheck then applies a free upgraded to convert the
Authorised Individual’s account into a Super User Account

Follow workflow 1 to connect with suppliers already using
BOMcheck for other customers. Review the step-by-step
animated demonstration at www.bomcheck.net/superusers/
connect-with-suppliers. See how suppliers respond to customer
requests at https://youtu.be/JQuXouiuVdY

OEM / Contract Manufacturer

Follow workflow 2 to send parts list requests to suppliers in
BOMcheck. Review the step-by-step animated demonstration at
www.bomcheck.net/superusers/send-parts-lists-requests.

Workflow 3 explains how BOMcheck carries out a global
review of all new substance regulations every 6 months

Workflow 4 explains how BOMcheck manages update of
supplier declarations for new regulated substances

Do you want to use
BOMcheck to calculate
compliance for an
assembly?

Yes

Follow workflow 5 to upload a BOM parts list and calculate
compliance for the assembly part. BOMcheck calculates
compliance for the assembly by taking the worst case compliance
status for each RCD substance in each individual supplier part in
the BOM parts list.

Yes

Follow workflow 6 to integrate BOMcheck with your PLM
system. Set up daily processes to automatically send parts lists to
BOMcheck from your PLM system, download parts which have
already been declared in BOMcheck and load your request
message and missing parts into your suppliers Inboxes. Suppliers
follow step-by-step Wizard tool to create declarations (or
mappings, or assemblies) and BOMcheck automatically
downloads the declared parts to your PLM system.

Yes

Follow workflow 7 to request your Contract Manufacturers to
use BOMcheck to create assemblies for your OEM products.
Your staff can use your Manufacturer Account to view OEM
product assemblies created by your Contract Manufacturer and
can drill down to view supplier part number declarations and any
attached test reports, evidence documents, etc.

No

Do you want to integrate
BOMcheck with your PLM
system?

No

Do you want your Contact
Manufacturers to use
BOMcheck to create
assemblies for your OEM
products?
No
End

BOMcheck

OEM / Contract
Manufacturer

Workflow 1. Connect with suppliers who are already using BOMcheck for other customers
See animated demonstration at www.bomcheck.net/superusers/connect-with-suppliers

Upload list of suppliers (email
address and company name)
and edit invitation email

OEM can use their own Super User
Account (which has OEM Supplier
Code) to make declarations for
supplier parts in BOMcheck

List of BOMcheck Supplier
Codes (DUNS numbers) for all
OEM suppliers
OEM forwards signed statement
to admin@bomcheck.net and
confirms that OEM purchases
parts from the supplier

Supplier is already in
BOMcheck?

Yes

Provide list of BOMcheck
Supplier Codes (DUNS
numbers)

BOMcheck reviews statement
and company details and
provides free supplier account

No

Send email to invite
supplier to join BOMcheck

New supplier

After 90 day free trial,
supplier sends signed
statement to OEM to apply
for a free supplier account.
Yes

Supplier joins BOMcheck?

Yes

Supplier’s Authorised Individual
completes online registration form and
provides one of their DUNS numbers to
create their Supplier Code on BOMcheck
with 90 day free trial. One account to
make declarations for many customers
for unlimited numbers of parts

Supplier is a small
company with total
annual turnover of less
than 3 million Euros per
year?

No

After 90 day free trial, supplier
pays 300 Euros per year for
Authorised Individual to
continue to use BOMcheck.

No

OEM / Contract Manufacturer

Workflow 2. Send parts list requests to suppliers in BOMcheck
See animated demonstration at www.bomcheck.net/superusers/send-parts-lists-requests. See how suppliers
respond to customer requests at https://youtu.be/JQuXouiuVdY

Configure request message to inform
supplier whether

Upload parts list
which contains part
number in column 1
and BOMcheck
supplier code (DUNS
number) in column 2





Email confirming Authorised
Individual has accepted parts
list request

the list contains supplier part
numbers or OEM part numbers
RCDs or FMDs are required
Confidentiality is required

If supplier has several
Authorised Individuals, select
which person should receive
the request. Copy additional
contacts into the request as
needed. Send requests.

BOMcheck

Review updated worklist status
and download declared parts

Create worklist with declared parts
and percentage complete status

Update work list with declared
parts and percentage complete
status

Email from Authorised
Individual explaining why parts
list request was rejected

Have suppliers already
declared the part numbers?
Send email to inform OEM
that Authorised Individual
has accepted the parts list
request.

Review worklist status and
download declared parts

Send email to inform OEM
why Authorised Individual
has rejected the parts list
request.

Yes

No

Send email to inform Authorised
Individual about OEM request for
missing parts. Load request message
and list of missing parts into
Authorised Individual’s inbox.

Supplier

No
Accept request message and
requested parts list in Inbox?

Yes

Yes

Follow step-by-step process in
Wizard tool to create declarations
(or mappings, or assemblies) for
requested parts. Attach test
reports, evidence documents, etc
to declarations as required

North America IEC
62474 team and Asia
Pacific IEC 62474 team

BOMcheck Substance List Working
Group / EMEA IEC 62474 team

BOMcheck

Workflow 3. BOMcheck global review of all new substance regulations every 6 months

BOMcheck regulatory compliance
experts carry out global review of all
new substance regulations in March
and September when ECHA issues their
consultation to update the REACH
Candidate List. This includes proposed
new REACH Candidate List Substances,
new REACH Annex XVII substance
restrictions, new POPs restrictions, new
Proposition 65 declarable substances,
new EU MDR declarable substances and
any other new regulated substances
around the world

BOMcheck research
chemists carry out draft
screening assessment to
identify which of the new
regulated substances can
be present above
threshold in supplied
articles, and prepare
detailed guidance on all
known materials
applications which could
contain the regulated
substances

BOMcheck
research chemists
coordinate further
investigation of
new regulated
substances to
produce updated
draft screening
assessment

BOMcheck issues draft screening
asssessment to BOMcheck
Substance List Working Group /
EMEA IEC 62474 validation team

BOMcheck Substance List
Working Group / EMEA IEC 62474
team circulate the BOMcheck
draft screening assessment within
their trade associations and
company experts

BOMcheck uses final
screening assessment results
to develop detailed
guidance on all known
materials applications which
could contain the new
regulated substances.
BOMcheck loads new
regulated substances into
BOMcheck within 3 weeks of
ECHA publication of new
REACH Candidate List in
January and July

Does BOMcheck Substance
List Working Group / EMEA
IEC 62474 validation team
agree with BOMcheck draft
screening assessment?

No

Yes

EMEA IEC 62474 validation team issues draft screening
assessment to North America IEC 62474 validation team and
Asia Pacific IEC 62474 validation team

North America IEC 62474
validation team and Asia Pacific
IEC 62474 validation team
compare their screening
assessment results with EMEA IEC
62474 validation team results.

Does North America IEC 62474
validation team and Asia
Pacific IEC 62474 validation
team agree with EMEA IEC
62474 validation team
screening assessment results?

Yes

No

Workflow 4. BOMcheck manages update of supplier declarations for new regulated substances

BOMcheck

BOMcheck uses final screening
assessments results to develop
detailed guidance on all
known materials applications
which could contain the new
regulated substances.
BOMcheck loads new
regulated substances into
BOMcheck within 3 weeks of
ECHA publication of new
REACH Candidate List in
January and July

Has supplier created Full
Materials Declarations (FMDs)
with 100% of substances?

BOMcheck uses the supplier’s FMD
data to calculate new Regulatory
Compliance Declarations (RCDs) for
supplier parts

Yes

No
Has supplier created Full
Materials Declarations (FMDs)
with up to 5% confidential
substances which the supplier
screened against the
BOMcheck risk list?

BOMcheck emails to OEM /
Contract Manufacturer to
inform them that updated RCDs
are available for the supplier
parts on their watchlist.

Yes

Yes

BOMcheck uses date stamp of
FMD to check which version of
the BOMcheck risk list the
supplier signed when they
screened the confidential
substances in their FMD

Did this version of the
BOMcheck risk list already
include the new regulated
substances?

No
No
Supplier has created Regulatory Compliance
Declarations (RCDs). BOMcheck sets the RCDs to
‘Missing Information’ for all new regulated
substances.

BOMcheck sends an email to the supplier which lists the RCDs which have missing information
and provides detailed step-by-step instructions to help the supplier update these declarations for
the new regulated substances. BOMcheck Regulatory Compliance Declaration tool provides
detailed chemicals guidance on the materials at risk of containing the new regulated substances.
BOMcheck provides webinar trainings and email support to help the supplier update their RCDs.

BOMcheck informs supplier that the
supplier needs to update their FMD and
re-screen the confidential substances
against the current BOMcheck risk list
If supplier still has RCDs which need updating then BOMcheck
sends an email to the supplier every 3 weeks which lists the
declarations which have missing information and provides
detailed step-by-step instructions to help the supplier update
these declarations for the new regulated substances.
Yes

OEM /
Contract
Manufacturer

Supplier

No
Supplier reviews detailed webinar training and receives email support about materials at risk of
containing new regulated substances. Supplier can rely on the detailed chemicals guidance in
the BOMcheck tool to update their RCDs for the new regulated substances.

Has supplier updated all of
their RCDs?

OEM / Contract Manufacturer can view updated
RCDs for supplier parts in BOMcheck.

Upload BOM parts list which contains the part numbers
in column 1 and BOMcheck Supplier Codes (DUNS
number) in column 2. If you have made declarations for
part numbers on behalf of the supplier, then include
your Supplier Code in column 2. Specify the quantity in
column 3 or include the part number multiple times in
column 1. To indicate alternate part numbers in an
assembly, you may include an alphanumeric in column
4. For example, if part numbers A, B, and C are three
alternative 10 Ohm resistors then the alphanumeric in
column 4 in these three rows could be R1

Has supplier already created a
declaration (or mapping, or
assembly) for the part number?

BOMcheck

OEM / Contract
Manufacturer

Workflow 5. Upload BOM parts list and calculate compliance for assembly part
See animated demonstration at www.bomcheck.net/superusers/calculate-compliance-for-assembly

Yes

Compliance status for the
assembly

Calculate compliance for the
assembly by taking the worst case
compliance status for each RCD
substance in each individual
supplier part in the BOM parts list

Updated compliance status for
the assembly

No

Check each day if the
supplier has created a new
declaration (or mapping or
assembly) for the missing
part number

No

No

Supplier

Re-calculate compliance for the
assembly every day by taking the
worst case RCD status for each
regulated substance in each
individual part in the BOM parts list.

Check each day if the
supplier has updated the
declaration for the part
number

Has supplier created a
new declaration (or
mapping or assembly) for
the part?

Yes

Has supplier updated the
declaration (or mapping
or assembly) for the part?

Yes

Supplier

BOMcheck

PLM system

Workflow 6. Integrate BOMcheck with your PLM system
See animated demonstration at https://youtu.be/f5YsaztkIuM

Daily process automatically
generates list of all new
supplier parts which do not
have declaration data

Send parts list to BOMcheck
API. The parts list contains the
part numbers and the
BOMcheck Supplier Codes

Send one email per supplier to
dedicated BOMcheck email
address (for example,
OEM@bomcheck.net). Each
email has an IPC 1752 XML file
attached which contains the
BOMcheck Supplier Code and
the list of new part numbers
for that supplier to declare.

Compliance officer reviews
parts declarations that
BOMcheck has downloaded
into PLM import folder

Parts which suppliers have
already declared in
BOMcheck are
downloaded into PLM
import folder

Yes

Daily process automatically
generates watchlist of all
supplier parts that OEM is
tracking in BOMcheck

Email from Authorised
Individual explaining why parts
list request was rejected

Parts with new declarations
which suppliers have made
in BOMcheck since
yesterday are downloaded
into PLM import folder

Have suppliers already
declared the part numbers?

No
Load request message and list of
missing parts into Authorised
Individual’s inbox. Send email to
inform Authorised Individual
about OEM request for missing
parts in their Inbox

Follow step-by-step process
in Wizard tool to create
declarations (or mappings,
or assemblies) for requested
parts. Attach test reports,
evidence documents, etc to
declarations as required

Yes

Accept request message and
requested parts list in Inbox?

Send parts list to BOMcheck
API with StartDate =
yesterday. The parts list
contains the part numbers and
the BOMcheck Supplier Codes

Send email to inform OEM
why Authorised Individual has
rejected the parts list request.

No

Compliance officer reviews
parts declarations that
BOMcheck has downloaded
into PLM import folder

Workflow 7. How Contract Manufacturers can use BOMcheck to create assemblies for OEM products
See animated demonstration at www.bomcheck.net/superusers/calculate-compliance-for-assembly

Contract Manufacturer

OEM

Create Manufacturer Account
by sending email to
admin@bomcheck.net to request
a Manufacturer Agreement

All OEM staff can use Manufacturer
Account to view OEM product assemblies
created by Contract Manufacturer and
can drill down to view supplier part
number declarations and any attached
test reports, evidence documents, etc

Request Contract Manufacturer
to create assemblies in
BOMcheck for OEM product
numbers

Create Super User Account by

Appointing Authorised Individual to register
on www.bomcheck.net/account/register and,
after 90 day free trial, pay 300 Euros per year
to continue to use BOMcheck.

Sending email to admin@bomcheck.net to
request a Manufacturer Agreement and
return signed copy to create a Manufacturer
Account

BOMcheck then applies a free upgraded to
convert the Authorised Individual’s account
into a Super User Account

Follow workflow 1 to
connect with
suppliers already
using BOMcheck for
other customers

List of
BOMcheck
Supplier Codes

Follow workflow 2 to
send parts list
requests to suppliers
in BOMcheck

Review supplier part
declarations and any
attached test reports,
evidence documents

Use BOMcheck tools to send
parts list requests to suppliers.
Ensure suppliers include OEM
and Contract Manufacturer in
any confidentiality settings

Use BOMcheck tools
to invite any missing
suppliers to join

Contract Manufacturer can use their own
Super User Account (which has Contract
Manufacturer’s Supplier Code) to make
declarations for supplier parts and attach
any test reports, evidence documents, etc
provided by the supplier

Supplier

Yes

Missing supplier
joins BOMcheck?

Follow workflow 4 to upload a BOM
parts list and calculate compliance for
the assembled OEM product number.
Include OEM in the confidentiality setting
for the OEM product number assembly

Supplier creates declarations
(or mappings or assemblies)
for requested parts and
attaches test reports,
evidence documents, etc as
required
No

